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Upper Bounds of Entire Chromatic Number of Plane Graphs
WANG WEIFAN
The entire chromatic number ve f .G/ of a plane graph G is the least number of colors assigned
to the vertices, edges and faces so that every two adjacent or incident pair of them receive different
colors. Kronk and Mitchem (1973) conjectured that ve f .G/  1 C 4 for every plane graph G.
In this paper we prove the conjecture for a plane graph G having  0.G/ D 1 and give a upper
bound ve f .G/  1C 5 for all plane graphs, where  0.G/ and 1 are the chromatic index and the
maximum degree of G, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a plane graph G, we use V , E , F and 1 to denote its vertex set, edge set, face set
and maximum degree, respectively. G is said to be k-entire colorable if the elements of
V [ E [ F can be colored with k colors such that any two adjacent or incident elements
receive different colors. The entire chromatic number ve f .G/ of G is defined as the least
integer k such as above. The chromatic index  0.G/, the coupled chromatic number 
v f .G/
and the edge-face chromatic number 
e f .G/ of G are defined similarly in terms of coloring
E , V [ F and E [ F , respectively. The entire coloring and coupled coloring of a plane
graph were first introduced by Ringel [5]. He conjectured that 
v f .G/  6 for every plane
graph G. This conjecture was already proved by Borodin [1].
THEOREM 1.1 (BORODIN [1]). Every plane graph is 6-coupled colorable.
For the entire coloring of a plane graph G, the lower bound ve f .G/  1C1 is trivial and
Kronk and Mitchem [4] conjectured that ve f .G/  1C 4. The validity of this conjecture
was shown for plane graphs with 1  3 [4] or 1  jGj − 2 [8], for maximal plane graphs
[8] and for outerplane graphs [7]. In particular, Borodin [2] proved the following result for
general plane graphs.
THEOREM 1.2 (BORODIN [2]). For a plane graph G, ve f .G/  1C 4 if 1 =2 f4; 5; 6g;
and ve f .G/  1C 2 if 1  12.
In this paper we shall give a short proof of Kronk and Mitchem conjecture for a plane
graph with the chromatic index 1, using a technique due to McDiarmid and Sanchez–
Arroyo and applied recently by Waller [6] for proving Mel’nikov conjecture which says
that 
e f .G/  1C 3 for every plane graph G.
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT
A graph G is called k-edge choosable if we assign lists of k colors to each edges of G
we can choose a proper edge coloring of G so that each edge receive a color from its list.
LEMMA 2.1 (ERDO¨S et al.[3]). Every path or even cycle is 2-edge choosable.
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In order to obtain the main result of this paper, we use Vizing’s celerated result below
which can be found in any textbook on graph theory.
LEMMA 2.2 (VIZING, 1964). For any simple graph G, 1   0.G/  1C 1.
THEOREM 2.3. If G is a plane graph, then ve f .G/   0.G/C 4.
PROOF. Write q D  0.G/. First properly color the edges of G with the colors 1, 2,
: : : ; q. Let S denote the set of edges colored q − 1 and q and then delete the colors q − 1
and q from S. By Theorem 1.1, we form a 6-coupled coloring of G with a color set
C D fq − 1; q; : : : ; q C 4g. For e 2 S, we denote by B.e/ the set of colors in C occured on
the vertices and the faces incident to e under this coloring. Obviously, 3  jB.e/j  4 and
B.e/ D 4 iff e is neither a loop nor a cut edge of G. Assign the list of colors L.e/ D CnB.e/
to each edge e 2 S. Thus jL.e/j D jC j − jB.e/j  2. Note that the subgraph induced by S
consists of the disjiont union of paths and even cycles. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that S
is 2-edge choosable, which implies that S can be properly colored. 2
From Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, we have immediately,
COROLLARY 2.4. If G is a plane graph, then ve f .G/  1 C 5; Moreover, ve f .G/ 
1C 4 if  0.G/ D 1.
COROLLARY 2.5. If G is a bipartire plane graph or a plane graph with 1  8, then
ve f .G/  1C 4.
PROOF. It is enough to note that a bipartite plane graph or a plane graph with 1  8 has
the chromatic index 1. Therefore the corollary follows from Corollary 2.4. 2
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